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DIY Plant Identification 

By Cynthia Zimmerman 
 

“The art of being wise is the art of knowing that solutions don’t come from individuals, but 
rather experiences.”   ― Shannon L. Alder 
 
I recently had a very enlightening experience.  It started with dinner at an Outback Steakhouse 
in Raleigh, NC.  On the wall was a photograph mural of a rather distinctive bridge.  My husband 
and I sat there trying to determine where it might be located in Australia since there weren’t 
any landmarks that we recognized.  Our son, who has Down syndrome, pulled out his iPhone, 
snapped a picture and informed us it was the Sydney Harbor Bridge.  All we could do was say, 
“Of course it is,” having no idea how he identified it. 
 
You may ask, “How does this relate to identifying plants?”   Those of you more tech saavy 
readers already have an idea where I’m going with this.  Before I explain, I’d like to relate two 
more events. 
 
The day after Christmas we were hiking the pathways around the North Carolina Museum of 
Art working off the pastries and prime rib of the day before, enjoying nature and the outdoor 
art installations.  I spotted a row of beautiful leaf bare plants filled with red berries along the 
edge of a pond.  Unable to resist, I headed down the hill to identify them.  Having lived in North 
Carolina, I don’t remember ever seeing these before and was disappointed I couldn’t identify 
them. As I came back up the hill I expressed to my companions my desire to know what the 
plants were; a passing jogger volunteering ilex verticillata Winterberry.  At the same time my 
tech saavy son said, “Just use Google Lens” and proceeded to show me what he was talking 
about, his secret to identifying the bridge.  He took a photo of the bush and up pops an 
accurate identification of the plants plus a couple secondary options. 
 
Several days later, a third incident made me a Google Lens believer.  I received a photo from a 
friend vacationing in Hawaii wanting me to identify a beautiful flower.  Having never been to 
Hawaii, I was clueless.  I immediately looked up the Master Gardeners of Hawaii and sent her 
their e-mail address.  As an afterthought I told her about Google Lens, explained where to find 
it and how to use it.  Ten minutes later she sent me the identification info that she had gotten 
from Google Lens and a big “Thank you”. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
When you are trying to identify a plant, Google Lens is a great place to start.  It can narrow 
down the possibilities allowing you to identify more easily.  Walking down the street, through a 
park or a botanical garden you can easily identify a plant that interests you.  Additionally a 
caller to the Helpline can get a preliminary identification on their own by using this simple tool 
with our help. 
 
If you have an iPhone you probably already have Google Lens on your phone.  On the right side 
of your Google search box you’ll find the Lens icon below.   

 
Click on that, point the camera at what you want to identify and click.  The identification should 
pop up. 
   
If you want to know more about Google Lens, check out the following websites. 
https://lens.google.com/ 
https://www.cnet.com/how-to/cool-things-you-can-do-with-google-lens/ 
 
For iPhone users    https://www.howtogeek.com/398214/how-to-use-google-lens-on-the-
iphone/ 
For Android phone users    https://www.talkandroid.com/guides/guide-how-to-use-google-
lens/ 
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